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The digital images of this presentation are provided for classroom use,
and for an educational purpose, under the accepted ‘fair use’ policy.
Their reproduction and circulation outside the classroom is not
permitted so as not to infringe possible existing copyrights.
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• WP4 - Shifting ground: remembering the past as a gateway to a
sustainable mining future – 3 ECTS
• On-line classes and seminars by Susanne Berthier-Foglar and
Christophe Roncato-Tounsi
• The instruction sheet will be handed out during the October 22, 2020,
class
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Introduction: The importance of social sciences for the mining industry
• Mining seems to be the most detested economic activity in Europe.

• However, our collective need for raw materials is increasing.
• As is our wish for acceptable sources of raw materials.
• While mining specialists produce the technical information about
mining, economists analyze the economic aspect of mining, social
scientists deal with the human aspect of mining: the way mining fits
into society, the way mining affects people living in a mining area, or
people displaced by a mine.
• Misjudging the human aspect has forced the CEO and top executives of
Rio Tinto to step down after the destruction of an aboriginal Juukan
Gorge rock shelters (Australia, September 2020).
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• How does society deal with an increase in the use of raw materials and a
total rejection of mining? Generally those who use the most resources are
not those who are impacted by mining.
• Environmental justice / injustice: those who profit from the mining and the
use of raw materials are not those who are negatively impacted by the
acquisition of mining resources. This is a case of environmental injustice.
• Mining companies have to negotiate with diverse groups (groups exhibiting
social and cultural diversity). They have to know how to negotiate with
minorities and non-western groups:
• About the power structure of these groups: Who do you talk to? (men, women,
traditional practitioners?)
• How do non-western Others view the world? What is their Traditional Ecolological
Knowledge (TEK)? What do they expect from the world outside their group?
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From the Confident Destruction of Nature to NIMBY (Not In My Backyard)
and BANANA (Build Absolutely Nothing Anywhere Near Anything)
Examples from the United States
Class 1
1- Mining in the past: the confident destruction of nature
2-Theory: colonization, power discourse and ‘sacredness’
3- Public perception of mines and resource exploitation: The example of Resolution
Copper in Arizona

Class 2
4- Case-studies of resource uses—mining and non-mining—and examples of
negotiations
5- Mining towns in transition: From the mine to the post-mine. The coexistence of
resource exploitation and tourism
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1- Mining in the past: the confident destruction of
nature
• When were mines acceptable? A view to the past
• The examples from the US show the past may be the present
of other countries
• The acceptability of mines, a new field of research
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California, Temecula
Valley: a sluice box in
use for gold mining
(19th century).
Whole mountainsides
were washed down and
the ecosystems
destroyed.
California has a dry
climate and water is a
valuable resource.
Water needed for
mining was not available
for other uses.
Up to the 1960s, the
destruction of nature
was not an issue.
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The Klondike,
1899, sluiceboxes
on the Eldorado
(Dawson City,
Canada): only
gold was
important and
the destruction of
nature was not.
Indigenous claims
were disregarded
and Native
villages displaced.
Miners
complained that
game had
become scarce.
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• Mining/metallurgy and technological development (Stone
age v. Age of metals)
• The Stone Age ended with the Copper Age (Chalcolithic) when
copper started to be used, along with gold. Metals were
hamered, not smelted.
• With the Metal Age (6000 BC to 400 BC), tools and weapons
were made. Metallurgy was perfected and complex societies
appeared. At first bronze was used (copper-tin alloy), later
iron, a harder metal requiring new technologies.
• Metals are related to every step in the evolution of mankind.
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• Criticism of metal mining or production is a recent
phenomenon. In the 18th century the Industrial Age started to
develop in England and health problems of the poor urban
population became acute. However, there was no general
consensus against industrialization.
• At the same time, the artistic movement known as
‘Romanticism’ emphasized the importance of emotion and
nature. Natural landscapes were seen as ‘sublime’ (i.e.
uplifting) and a movement started to protect the best
examples of such landscapes.
• The following examples are taken from the 19th century in
North America.
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The aesthetics of nature and the sublime landscape: the example is a painting by Frederic
Edwin Church (Niagara, 1857). Today, the vision of nature is indebted to the 18th and 19th
centuries. Nature is seen as uplifting, as a place of refuge from the noise, pollution, and
crowdedness of the cities.
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However, nature is also a place where industry has expanded into. This photo of the
mills of the American side of Niagara falls (the gorge), circa 1901, shows that the hydropower was used for industrial uses. The mills were later removed.
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Nature was also considered
worthy of legislative
protection. While California
was rapidly increasing in
population, specific areas
were protected to avoid
urbanization.
The 1864 « Yosemite Act »
was to prevents the
settlement of the Yosemite
Valley.
In 1890, protection of the
land was taken a step further
with the creation of Yosemite
National Park.
To be admirable, nature was
supposed to be empty of
human endeavor.
Yosemite Valley, California
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In the age of industrialization, natural features were
seen as possible sources for exploitation.
Yellowstone is a large caldera with numerous
hydrothermal features due to a thin mantle of the
earth and the proximity of the magma.
The geysers and hot springs could be used a source of
geothermal energy.
The creation of Yellowstone National Park (in 1872, it
was the first National Park in the US), was meant to
protect features such as the Geyser nicknamed ‘Old
Faithful’.
The wish to protect nature has prevailed over the need
for resources.
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Today, the negative view of industry and mining perpetuates
Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s idea that man is corrupted by
“civilization”.
Left: Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778): Reveries of a Solitary
Walker
Below: The Lord of the Rings (Peter Jackson, 2001-2003); the Orcs
are produced underground in an industrial process
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In the 1960s: pollution became an
issue
Rachel Carson. The Silent Spring. 1962
(DTT in the food chain)
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The fashion to
remove
oneself from
‘civilization’, to
live ‘off the
grid’:
Henry David
Thoreau.
Walden Pond
or life in the
woods (1854)
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The 1960s: a rejection of industry
pesticides
• In the wake of
Rachel
Carson’s « The
Silent Spring »

Industrial
smoke

Landscape
destruction

• And every
industrial
development

• …. mines

The military
industrial
complex
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• Democracy is an enabling factor: without democracy we
would not be discussing the opening of mines
• Dictatorial regimes disregard any form of public input or
criticism in matter of mining and industry
• EIT Raw Materials finances the OpenYourMine project as a
tool for teaching and enabling discussion about mining
projects, their impact on people and possible mitigation
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• Why the United States? Mines and raw materials
have always been international
• The US is my field of expertise. It is connected to
Europe through mass migrations.
• The early history of mining in the US is similar to
the contemporary situation in China and
Kazakhstan
• Historic mining was unregulated, except for mining
rights (claims).
• The early U.S. mining specialists were educated in
European mining schools.
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• The European takeover of indigenous land: subduing nature is
ingrained in Christian beliefs (and absent in indigenous beliefs).
• Colonization was implemented with the “confident racism” of the
19th century and it entailed the confident destruction of nature.
• ‘Civilization’ moved across the continent (i.e. white European
civilization) and collided with tribal nations and wilderness.
• ‘Settler colonies’ occupied the land (US, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand) and removed indigenous peoples who were restricted to
reservations.
• In the Spanish colonies, the ‘extractivist’ model prevailed. It explains
today’s mining practices.
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A vison of ‘progress’
in the 1870s.
John Gast, Manifest
Destiny, 1872, the
same year as the
U.S. Mining Law.
A continent is
conquered by:
• Conestoga wagons
• Stagecoaches
• Trains
• Ships
• Pionneers
• Miners
• Indians and
buffalos flee in the
distance
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The United States: land use conflicts and indigenous peoples
• The land use conflict is particularly obvious in countries with a
colonial past. In Class 2, the conflict between Rio Tinto and aboriginal
groups in Australia will be discussed. Land use conflicts are
particularly violent in countries where a dominant group does not
have the same interests as a non-dominant group.
• In the U.S., over 500 Indigenous groups have a right to their historic
land and its resources (as stated in the UN’s 2007 Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples).
• Today, most of the west of the U.S. is federal land (public land).
• The Mining Law of 1872 is still in force. It authorizes prospection on
federal land and regulates claims.
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The Bureau of Land Management: How to file a claim in 2020
https://www.blm.gov/programs/energy-and-minerals/mining-and-minerals/locatableminerals/mining-claims/fees
Placer fee (2020):
Processing Fee $20

Location Fee - $40
Maintenance Fee $165 for each 20
acres or portion
thereof
20 acres: 8
hectares
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• When considering the 2007 UN’s Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples, federal (public) land and mining claims on federal
land belong to the original inhabitants.
• Negotiations are difficult, due to a legacy of mistrust and violence.
Today, mining companies have to deal with an ingrained mistrust
when discussing mining sites with indigenous peoples (see Resolution
Copper in this class).
• The indigenous are also confronted with centuries of broken treaties.
It is difficult to establish a situation of trust in such a context.
• Since the 1960s, the voices of Indigenous peoples are heard on the
international scene and their impact is tremendous in democratic
countries while quasi non-existent in non-democratic countries.
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• Example: the story of Ishi
(Kroeber. Ishi in Two Worlds,
1961)
• In 1911, he was found to be the
lone survivor of his tribe,
surviving the first attack by
miners in Northern California 46
years before.
• His story was published in 1961
and the 1960s were also a time
when people became conscious
of man-made changes in nature
(Rachel Carson. The Silent
Spring. 1962).
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Another voice against
mines, Indigenous
poet from Acoma
Pueblo, Simon Ortiz,
former uranium
miner:
From the 1960s
onward, when
Indigenous workers
were hired, they were
“always on the
bottom” (of the mine,
of the pay scale).
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Mining is also a question
of perception. The
illustration on the right
shows a positive view of
a miner in California
resting after hard work.

The solitary miner of the
Sierra Nevada drinks
cofee by the fire. His
tools (pick, shovel, pan)
rest beside him. His
donkey and dog are
seen in the background.
The stream seems
undisturbed by mining
activity.
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How mining is perceived: the
importance of image
The image of the miner is
ethnocentric (i.e. viewed
from inside the group,
usually the dominant group).

The miners depicted on the
U.S. 33 cent stamp, give a
positive image of miners
going about their business.
The image does not present
the hardships, the lawless
violence of the mining
frontier and the plight of the
indigenous.
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• Land-ownership legal, moral, perceived: the right of conquest, buying

or ‘taking’ the land, land ownership in matrilineal/ matrilocal
societies
• In Western societies, the title (deed) to land, or any real estate
property is enshrined in the law.
• However, indigenous societies do not have the same notion of private
property or property in general.
• They may perceive that a landmark “belongs” to them while they do
not have ownership in the Western sense.
• Example: the Navajo, a large indigenous group in Northern Arizona,
with tribal land (a reservation) extending into New Mexico, Colorado,
and Utah, consider Mount Taylor (3450 m), Arizona, as their
‘mountain of the South’. None of their cardinal mountains are on
tribal land. In the Western sense, they do not own their cardinal
mountains. In their belief system, they do.
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• Land-ownership is linked to imperialism (conquest), the patriarchy (in
societies where males are property owners), industry (because of large
concentrations of capital).
• Example from a different cultural context: In matrilineal/matrilocal
societies, houses are owned by the women. Example of Acoma Pueblo,
New Mexico, houses are owned by women of the Antilope Clan.
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• In may instances of land use, the legal owner and the group believing
themselves the owners are not the same entity.
• Two examples of mining companies with a conflict over
landownership:
• Resolution Copper in Arizona where Apache claim several locations impacted
by the mine;
• Rio Tinto in Western Australia where the Aboriginal claim ceremonial caves.

• These examples will be discussed in the class.
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• 2-Theory: colonization, power discourse and ‘sacredness’
• A-Colonial violence: reality and metaphors
• The sexual nature of colonization and colonial violence: ‘virgin’ land is
‘conquered’, the continents have female names
• Mapping the land entails cartographic violence. The example of
Mount Taylor shows that the mountain has a different meaning for
the Navajo and for the mainstream population of the U.S.:
• For the Navajo: “Tsoodzil [is] adorned it with turquoise… with dark
mist…. with many different animals…. with the heavy mist that brings
the slow, gentle female rain” (Creation story)
• For the U.S. Geologic Survey: “This peak, I have, in honor of the
President of the United States, called Mount Taylor…. an everenduring monument to his patriotism and integrity”
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• The meaning of ‘sacred’:
• In European societies, the word sacred refers to religion, most
commonly the Christian religions.
• ‘Sacredness’ is thus associated with buildings (churches or shrines), or
ceremonies (mass)
• For indigenous peoples, ‘sacred’ often means ‘culturally significant’
such as:
• Geomorphologic features appearing in myths and creation stories
• Places where ceremonies are held (agricultural rituals, puberty rituals,
hunting rituals…)
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• It appears that many places can be considered ‘sacred’ and that earth
(‘Mother Earth’) is sacred in all her aspects. Hence the difficulty to
apprehend ‘sacredness’ from the outside.
• Non-indigenous groups (New Age religions) are taking up the same
discourse, claiming an all-over sacredness of the Earth.
• Mining in democratic countries, especially in densely populated areas
(Europe, California) has thus become extremely difficult in the context
of an increased consumption of raw materials.
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Types of ‘sacredness’

Prayer sticks, Pueblo
Notre Dame, Cathedral, Paris
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An example of rape discourse in Native activist literature,
Drawing a metaphor between Earth and a woman's body
• "[I]ndustry continues to abuse the earth. They puncture and punish
the breats [sic] of the Indians’ Mother Earth. They gouge her tender
body. Her hair is ripped to shreds. Her bowels are emptied into drill
ponds. Her entrails lie drying in the sun. Her lungs are punctured and
the precious life giving gases are poured out into the atmosphere. Her
spleen is being ruptured. Her liver, kidneys, and bladder are
contaminated with all sorts of poisons and she can no longer feed her
children the nutrients that took her so long to maintain. Her milk no
longer feeds her progeny. "
• Source: Herb Blatchford, “Uranium Genocide Sacrifice,” National Indian Youth Council,
February 1978, Center for Southwest Research, Eda Gordon Papers, Box 1, Folder 9.
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• B-The ongoing colonization
an the notion of
environmental justice
• Colonization continues
through economic dominance
on an international level
(between countries) and
within countries (internal
colonization).
• Regional poverty and the
notion of “national sacrifice
zone”: example of the Navajo
Nation (and the pollution left
by the uranium industry).
• On the right side, a Navajo
Hogan.
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On the left: a map of
the Navajo Nation
with abandoned
uranium mines (EPA,
Environmental
Protection Agency)
The abandoned
uranium mines on
tribal land are
generally
unprotected un unmonitored.
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A classic example of environmental injustice: a large metropolis (New York) will use large
quantities of raw materials but will not have the inconvenience of a large mine (Bingham
Canyon, Kennecot Copper Mine, Utah).
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• C-The power to decide, knowledge/discourse/group cohesiveness
• Any company developing a project on indigenous land will need to
know the process of decision making by the indigenous group.
•
•
•
•

Who decides what?
Is the decision-making process gendered? (do men or women decide?)
Is the decision making process democratic? Who decides for whom?
Are decision taken through a consensus? Is only unanimity acceptable?

• There is a real risk that mining companies negotiate with a nonrepresentative portion of a group, a tribe. The temptation to use
corruption such as paying-off key representatives exists.
• Another risk is the threat to community cohesiveness in the context of
resource exploitation: rifts are created by outsiders to influence
community decisions.
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Other elements to take into account when dealing with an indigenous
society:
• The question of knowledge: knowledge is not universal. Western and nonWestern societies will have a different vision of knowledge.
• Whose knowledge is considered acceptable?
• In matters relating to the environment, indigenous peoples have developed
TEK (Traditional Ecological Knowledge).
• TEK is not (always) accepted by western experts; it may be considered
‘superstition’. Example: “improper handling of ants” can be considered a
cause of disease by Navajo traditional practitioners.
• The question of informed consent: how informed is informed consent?
• The temptation to give advice: external advice is always inappropriate and
stems from fantasies of control by the dominant group.
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• 3- Public perception of mines and resource exploitation: The example of
Resolution Copper in Arizona
• A-Introduction: the use of resources in a context of NIMBY, BANANA, and
NOPE
• The NIMBY syndrome (Not In My Back Yard) and the meaning of ‘backyard’
(i.e. the private area of a property; location of development in other
regions/countries)
• The importance of meaningful acronyms:
• The socio-political meanings of BANANA (Build Absolutely Nothing
Anywhere Near Anything) and NOPE (Not on Planet Earth): derogatory,
used by the proponents of development to ridicule those who refuse any
type of development
• aka CAVE dwellers (Citizens Against Virtually Anything)
• BANANA: connotation “to go bananas”
• NOPE: meaning “No”
• CAVE dwellers: connotation ‘retarded individuals’
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• B-Resolution Copper in Arizona: analysis of a draft environmental
impact study, DEIS (August 2019)
• Copper in Arizona: history and recent developments
• The importance of copper mining in Arizona since the 19th century.
• The 4Cs of Arizona: cattle, citrus, cotton, copper
• 1990s: Copper ore is discovered under the old Magma Mine in
Superior, Arizona.
• It is one of the largest undeveloped copper deposits in the world
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Copper mining the United States

Turquoise mining by
indigenous peoples

Arizona

Two large Indian
Reservations:
White Mountain Apache
San Carlos Apache
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• 1996: Resolution Copper, a joint venture Rio Tinto (55%) and BHP Billiton (45%).
• The company has been created for the sole purpose of exploiting the copper ore
near Superior, Arizona, east of Phoenix.
• The copper ore is found at 1.500 meters underground, mainly in the Tonto
National Forest (public land).
• For Resolution Copper, “copper is a key resource for the green economy”
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Location of the copper ore:
Oak Flat, Arizona

• Left: Oak Flat, Arizona, Tonto
National Forest.
• Public land, theoretically open to
mining (Mining Law of 1872),
but Oak Flat is protected. The
“Oak Flat Withdrawal Area” is an
area “withdrawn” from any type
of resource exploitation.
• It is also an area where the
Apache collect acorn (nuts from
oak trees).
• And it is te of the Oak Flat
campground.
• Multiple uses and conflict.
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An example of mitigation and negotiation:
• Resolution Copper: a 10-year land acquisition plan for a projected
land exchange
• Resolution Copper has acquired 21 square km to obtain 9.8 square
km of National Forest land including the Oak Flat Withdrawal Area
• December 2014: Congress authorized a land exchange pending
completion of the environmental impact statement (EIS).
• August 2019, the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) was
made public.
• Beginning of public inquiry.
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Timeline and technical information
• construction (10 years) / production (40–50 years) / reclamation (5–
10 years)
• Underground mine, ‘panel caving’, ore crushed underground,
transported underground to an ore-processing plant on the surface.
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• Left: an example of
the result of panel
caving (mining from
below)
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• Production of copper and molybdenum concentrates.
• Copper concentrate: pumped as a slurry through a 22-mile surface
pipeline to a filter plant and sent of off-site smelters.
• Molybdenum concentrate: filtered, dried, and sent to market.
• Tailings: pumped as a slurry in surface pipelines to a storage facility.
• Collapse of the ground: crater of a depth of 250 to 350 meters and a
diameter of almost 3 km.
• Critical view: no photoshopped views of the final aspect of Oak Flat
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• Major social elements to consider when opening a mine
• A “hard view” of the footprint of the mine: surface area for tailings,
water use, land exchange
• footprint of the mine in operation / post-mine (tailings): visual
nuisance
• Water needs in a semi-arid land
• damage to the desert ecosystems; soil as non-renewable resource
• Damage to recreational resources
• Damage to cultural resources
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• Example of a “hard view” of the impact statement
• “Cultural resources will be directly and permanently
damaged, particularly the TCP (Traditional Cultural Property) of
Oak Flats, of importance to the Apache, but also “numerous
cultural artifacts, sacred seeps and springs, traditional
ceremonial areas, resource gathering localities, burial locations,
and other places and experiences of high spiritual and other
value to tribal members.” (DEIS 179).
• Any of the alternative locations “would permanently bury or
otherwise destroy many prehistoric and historic cultural
artifacts, potentially including human burials” (DEIS76)
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• Positive elements in favor of the Resolution Copper mine
• Job creation: an average of 1500 direct full-time jobs
• $134 million per year in total employee compensation
• purchase about $546 million per year in goods and services
• increase average annual economic value added in Arizona by about
$1 billion
• tax income (federal and local): average of between $88 and $113
million per year (State and local tax revenues) plus an estimated $ 200
million per year in federal tax revenue
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• property values in the area of the mine tailings will drop
• hunting revenues will drop in the area of the mine
• Critical view: listing the hunting revenues in the same sub-chapter as
the mining revenues (?)
• The importance of leaving some power to the opponents of the mine
(working with Indigenous peoples, local communities, recreational
land users)
• Meeting with all the tribes who have a cultural link to the area:
Federal agencies consult on a government-to-government basis with
federally recognized Native American tribes
• Meeting local user groups
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• Critical viewpoint: meeting all the tribes listed as having an historic
interest in the site clouds the view that it is mainly the local Apache
who are impacted
• Assessing environmental justice and the effect of the mine on 13 area
communities (8 Native American, 5 non-Native American)
• Minority and low-income communities may be disproportionately
affected
• An environmental justice community has a percentage of deviation
from the average
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• Critical viewpoint: environmental justice and environmental racism
are linked.
• Space is racialized (“white space”, “black space”)
• NIMBY often means putting an unwanted development in a “black
space”
• The town of Superior and the Resolution Copper mine will largely
affect minority spaces; this has been evidenced in the DEIS but no
action proposed
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• Removing old industrial facilities and decontaminating the soil (of the
Magma Mine)
• Discussing the project with 11 tribes who refuse to see ancestral sites
desecrated “has caused [them] considerable emotional stress”
• The National Forest managers are aware that “No tribe supports the
desecration/destruction of ancestral sites. Places where ancestors
have lived are considered alive and sacred. It is a tribal cultural
imperative that these places should not be disturbed or destroyed for
resource extraction or for financial gain.”
• One positive element in the discussions: tribes could regain full access
and use of land that is today off-limits to them.
• While the desecration of the Oak Flat area is still abhorrent to the
tribes, the land exchange has a positive side.
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• Archaeological crews with tribal monitors survey TEKPs (Traditional
Ecological Knowledge Properties):
• springs and seeps, plant and mineral resource collecting areas,
landscapes and landmarks, caches of regalia and human remains, and
sites that may not have been recognized by non-Native archaeologists
• An area to remain protected: Apache Leap (the Apache Leap special
management and its projected expansion in the mining and postmining phase)
• In exchange for the Oak Flat area, a parcel of 142 acres (57 hectares),
Apache Leap South End Parcel, would be added to the Apache Leap
special management area.
• Resolution Copper pledges to “surrender all mining claims and
interests to this parcel.”
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Apache Leap, Arizona (near the town of
Superior)
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• Critical viewpoint, the DEIS implies that Resolution Copper has the
mining rights to Apache Leap South End Parcel, that it could expand
mining above and below Apache Leap, that it could destroy the cliff
and the geomorphologic formations close to a culturally sensitive site.
• Resolution Copper plans to protect Apache Leap by vowing not to
extend mining under the cliff and by keeping a buffer zone to protect
the cliff from fracturing when the mining area caves in.
• Critical viewpoint: will the buffer zone prevent fracturing of the cliff?
How visible will the crater be?
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• Closing a world-class climbing area but opening other sites on private
land: mitigation under way since 2004
• Assessment of climbing pitches
• Irretrievable loss of some climbing areas
• Mitigation through the opening of new sites on Resolution Copper
private land
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DEIS land exchange parcel (Lower San Pedro River - p895)
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DEIS land exchange parcel ‘Appleton ranch p.898)
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• Discourse analysis: diverging opinions on Resolution Copper
• The Oak Flat Traditional Cultural Property (TCP) of the Apache registered in
2016 (and bound to be destroyed by the mine)
• Listed under the Apache name Chí’chil Biłdagoteel Historic District TCP.
• It contains 38 archaeological sites in addition to sacred places, springs, and
other significant locations (DEIS 697).
• The DEIS gives a list of sites eligible to the National Register of Historic
Places in all the alternative tailings storage areas:
• Alternatives 2 and 3 (101 sites); Alternative 4 (122 sites); Alternative 5
(114–125 sites, depending on pipeline route); and Alternative 6 (318 to 343
sites
• Critical viewpoint: the high number of possible historic sites means that
one historic site (Oak Flat) can be destroyed without impacting the Apache
traditional culture as there are many historic sites that will not be impacted
whatever alternative is sought out.
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The multiple views on Resolution Copper: the Apache view
• The Apache view of why Apache Leap is significant to them: the
emotional discourse of loss and death.
• In the 19th century 75 Apache died jumping to their death over the
cliff rather than being captured by the militia. The event is unclear
and historic evidence is scarce.
• For the Apache today, the location called Apache Leap
commemorates a sad event of the past. It stands for all the land lost,
all their people killed.
• “Apache Tears” (obsidian) found at the base of the cliff are ‘sacred’
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• For the Apache, the
land loss is a direct
continuation of the
past.
• A Native American
view on the ongoing
“land grab”: photo
of disgruntled
Apache
• Source rt.com
(Russia Today)
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• Recreational users of the land provide another opinion of the mining
project.
• The opinion of a “real American” RV (Recreational Vehicle) camper
criticizing the proposed destruction of the Oak Flat campground (a
foreign company taking American public land for the profit of
foreigners)
• “Copper mines, NOT CAMPING, in Tonto National Forest, why?
PUBLIC LAND goes PRIVATE and Cherished Winter RV Camping is
Closed Forever.” (Blog: The Road Less Travelled)
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How to analyze discourse (finding implied meaning in a text):
• “But how did foreigners get approval to build the world’s largest
copper mine on America’s public land when little old snowbird RVers
can’t even camp in places that were created specifically for public
recreation and camping years ago?” Road Less Travelled (blog)
• Foreigners: multinational corporations, Resolution Copper is
registered in Delaware
• Little: the powerless
• Old: belittling himself, a retired person?
• Snowbird: retired person travelling south in the Winter
• Rver: person travelling in a Recreational Vehicle
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The professional discourse of Resolution Copper:
• They will pay taxes for the benefit of Arizona residents,
• They will provide employment opportunities for local minorities
• Internships for high-school students

• Mitigation efforts are under way,
• Full description of the project,
• Information of all parties are made accessible,
• Links to all documents are made public

• During COVID-19, the company stressed community relief
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